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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah Statesman is
to correct any error made as soon as
possible. If you find something you
would like clarified or find unfair,
please contact the editor at 797-1762
or TSC 105.

Obama: clean energy will bring jobs

STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP)
though, has since been vastly over– President Barack Obama, turnshadowed by the political upheaval
ing briefly to his eclipsed domestic
and violence in Egypt.
agenda, sharpened his sales pitch for
At Penn State, the president sought
clean energy technology Thursday by
to underline how committing to enerpromising that the payoff would a be
gy could create jobs – the top concern
wave of jobs – the kind good enough
across the country.
to support families and long-term
Referring to the emerging energy
American prosperity.
research center at the Philadelphia
In a quick trip to Pennsylvania,
Navy Yard, Obama said: “The discovSon of ex-Enron exec a politically critical state, Obama
eries made on this campus will lead to
proposed
a
tax
credit
and
other
ideas
more jobs – jobs in engineering,
Skilling found dead aimed at getting businesses to retrofit even
jobs in manufacturing, jobs in conSANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) – A son of
their buildings and save costs. He
struction, jobs in insulation, jobs in
former Enron President Jeff Skilling
acknowledged that as presidential
retail.They’ll be jobs with a national
has been found dead in his Southern
ideas go, making commercial buildpurpose – jobs that make our econoCalifornia apartment.
ings more energy efficient “may not
my smarter, jobs that make our planet
Santa Ana police Cpl. Anthony
sound too sexy,” but he said the comsafer, jobs that maintain America’s
Bertagna says 20-year-old John Taylor
mitment to such research could save
competitive edge.”
Skilling was found dead Tuesday after
billions in utility bills and create jobs
The innovation hub is getting a big
he failed to meet friends for a dinner
of true “national purpose.”
help from taxpayers: $129 million in
and they called police.
“Making our buildings more
federal money over five years.
Jeff Skilling’s attorney, Daniel
energy efficient is one of the fastAs part of his new plan, Obama
PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA shakes hands with a student as he tours a
Petrocelli, confirmed to CNBC that the est, easiest and cheapest ways to
will ask Congress to provide compalab at Penn State University in State College, Pa., Feb. 3, with James Freihaut, associyoung man was his client’s son.
save money, combat pollution and
nies with a tax credit that financially
ate professor of Architectural Engineering, second from right. AP photo
Bertagna said Thursday that bottles create jobs,” Obama told a supportrewards them for retrofitting their
ments that make it easier for compathe Mideast on the edge. Earlier in
of medication were found near Skilling, ive crowd of invited guests, many
buildings in ways that decrease enernies
to
upgrade
their
buildings;
and
the day, Obama addressed the conwho had been distraught over a breakof them students, at Pennsylvania
gy usage. The proposal would alter
more
training
for
workers
in
the
field
tinuing violence during remarks at a
up with his girlfriend.
State University. The president chose
the existing tax break for such comof
commercial
building
technology.
prayer breakfast in Washington. But
Authorities are awaiting a toxicology Penn State largely because of its lead
mercial upgrades, switching it from
He
challenged
corporate
executives
he made no mention of the Egyptian
report to determine the cause of death. role in a research hub, under way in
a deduction to a credit that applies
and
university
presidents
to
help
the
turmoil in his Penn State remarks.
That could take four to six weeks.
Philadelphia, that centers on energymore widely, administration officials
cause.
Administration officials offered
His father is serving a 24-year senefficient technology.
said.
Obama
is
trying
to
press
on
with
no
details on how much Obama’s plan
tence in federal prison for fraud, insider
Obama’s broader aim is to build
Obama’s new buildings proposal
his
economic
ideas,
ahead
of
the
would
cost. They said those details
trading and conspiracy.
public and congressional support for
also calls for broader access to financrelease
of
his
budget
plan
on
Feb.
14,
will
be
released in the budget and the
long-term economic ideas he outing for businesses that want to make
Judge ‘heartbroken’ by the
while
he
manages
his
response
to
the
proposed
elimination of oil industry
lined in his State of the Union address energy-saving upgrades; competitive
violent
clashes
that
have
Egypt
and
subsidies
would
help cover the costs.
son’s arrest in Las Vegas last week. The agenda of that speech, grants for states and local governLAS VEGAS (AP) – A Las Vegas
judge says he’s “heartbroken” his
29-year-old son has been arrested in
the brazen gunpoint robbery of $1.5
million in casino chips from the posh
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) – The top federal proseThe Oakland City Council had asked Russo to
She warned that not only operators of mariBellagio resort on the Las Vegas Strip.
cutor
in
Northern
California
has
warned
Oakland
seek
guidance
from
federal
authorities,
even
as
the
juana
farms but also landlords, property owners,
Las Vegas Municipal Court Judge
officials
that
large-scale
marijuana
farms
licensed
council
in
December
put
the
application
process
financiers
and others could face prosecution and
George Assad said Thursday he can’t
by the city would violate U.S. law and could lead to for growers’ licenses on hold following a warning
the loss of property for growing marijuana under
say much more about the arrest of
a crackdown on growers and their backers.
from the Alameda County district attorney that
Oakland’s law.
Anthony M. Carleo.
The
warning
in
a
letter
from
U.S.
Attorney
the
city’s
ordinance
also
likely
violated
state
law.
A revised measure brought before the Oakland
Police say Carleo was the motorcyMelinda
Haag
offered
the
first
clear
signal
that
In
July,
Oakland
became
the
first
city
in
the
City
Council this week sought to bring the city’s
cle helmet-wearing bandit who waved
the Justice Department would not tolerate even
country to authorize the licensing of marijuana
cultivation plans into compliance with state law by
a gun, grabbed high-value casino
city-sanctioned growing operations, despite the
cultivation operations. Until Haag’s letter, federal
tying each farm to an individual pot dispensary.
chips and made off on a motorcycle
Obama
administration’s
hands-off
approach
to
law
enforcement
officials
had
kept
quiet
about
California’s landmark 1996 medical marijuana
before dawn Dec. 14.
states
that
have
legalized
medical
marijuana.
what
might
happen
if
the
city
actually
went
law
allows users only to grow pot for themselves
Jail records show Carleo is jailed
“The department is concerned about the
through with its plan.
or obtain it from a designated primary caregiver.
under the last name Assad pending
Oakland ordinance’s creation of a licensing
Haag’s letter acknowledges an October 2009
Hundreds of pot dispensaries throughout the state
court on Monday. It’s not clear if he
scheme
that
permits
large-scale
industrial
mariJustice
Department
memo
instructing
federal
have operated largely free from interference from
has a lawyer.
juana cultivation and manufacturing as it authoprosecutors to avoid going after patients complyauthorities by having users designate the dispensary as their primary caregiver.
$16M settlement for rizes conduct contrary to federal law,” Haag wrote ing with state laws regarding the medical use of
in the letter to Oakland City Attorney John Russo
marijuana.
Alameda County District Attorney Nancy
Wis. utility explosion dated Tuesday.
Since then, California has seen a drop in raids
O’Malley said in her December warning to the
MILWAUKEE (AP) – A lawyer repRusso spokesman Alex Katz declined to comon medical marijuana dispensaries compared with council that she doubted whether the farms, as
resenting eight people hurt in a 2009
ment on Haag’s letter but said Russo was planning the Bush administration years.
conceived under Oakland’s original ordinance,
explosion at a Milwaukee-area power
to draft amendments to Oakland’s medical mariBut Haag wrote that her office will vigorously
could qualify as primary caregivers. She also
plant says his clients have reached a $16 juana regulations to address cultivation issues.
enforce federal anti-drug laws against illegal man- warned that even council members might face
million settlement.
Those would likely be brought before the council
ufacturing and distribution of marijuana, “even if
criminal prosecution if the farms were allowed to
Attorney Timothy S. Trecek
in the next few weeks, he said.
such activities are permitted under state law.”
open.
announced the agreement Thursday,
the two-year anniversary of the explosion. Defendants included Wisconsin
Electric Power Co. and contractor U.S.
Fire Protection Inc.
The explosion occurred at a
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) – Haiti’s decision
opportunity to express their will.” The left-leaning
coal-fired power plant in suburban
to eliminate the government-backed candidate from
Center for Economic and Policy Research called it “a
Milwaukee. A silo exploded into
a presidential runoff won praise from foreign powbig setback.”
flames, sending four people to hosers Thursday, and the U.S. and others signaled they
Both said the race was fundamentally flawed
pitals with second- and third-degree
would agree with President Rene Preval staying in
because it excluded the party of exiled former
burns and blasting others against a
office for a few months past the end of his term.
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, who remains popuwall.
The move ended a weekslong standoff with
lar among many Haitians and has a dedicated followTrecek says the defendants were
international donors. U.S. Secretary of State Hillary
ing overseas.
negligent because coal dust in the silo
Rodham Clinton had made a last-minute visit in the
But many Haitians, especially in the capital, said
wasn’t removed as required before
midst of the Egypt crisis to reiterate personally to
they were happy with the result.
workers entered to do construction.
Preval that Washington supported the Organization
“If people didn’t vote for the candidates we
A We Energies spokesman says the
of American States recommendation that rulingwouldn’t have had these problems” in the streets, said
utility wasn’t responsible for the exploparty candidate Jude Celestin be dropped from the
Adlair Saintil, a 28-year-old bread vendor.
HAITI’S PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
sion or plaintiffs’ injuries.
ballot.
He supports Martelly because of promises to move

Nat’lBriefs

Feds give warning to Oakland pot farms

Haiti election decision praised abroad

LateNiteHumor
Top 10 Things You Don’t Know About
Mitt Romney
–Tuesday, February 1, 2011
10. Mitt is short for Mitt-thew.
9. I can’t begin my day until I’ve
read the Washington Post and Kim
Kardashian’s tweets.
8. I’m the guy in the photo that comes
with your picture frame.
7. I spent six months in a Mexican
prison for selling black market Pillow
Pets.
6. Do I smell as good as I look? No.
5. In high school, I was voted
“Mittiest.”
4. I got into politics for the piles and
piles of paperwork.
3. Look for my best selling autobiography “They Call Me Baba Romney.”
2. I have absolutely no idea where my
birth certificate is.
1. Oprah is my half-sister.

The early morning announcement that first-place
candidate Mirlande Manigat will face popular singer
Michel “Sweet Micky” Martelly prompted cheers of
relief in the surrounding suburbs of the capital, where
residents had feared a repeat of pro-Martelly riots in
December after preliminary results showed Celestin
as the No. 2 vote-getter.
That joy was surpassed by the reaction abroad.
“It’s a great day in Haiti today again. We had some
positive results from the (electoral council) earlier this
morning,” U.S. Ambassador to Haiti Kenneth Merten
told reporters in Washington. “We are pleased to note
that they seemed to have been very diligent in following the OAS verification mission’s report’s recommendations.”
Governments that have collectively spent billions
on Haiti’s stalled recovery from last year’s earthquake
– and pledged billions more for reconstruction
– wanted to see an acceptably elected government
in place to continue with their investment, aid and
reconstruction plans.
International frustration with Preval was high.
The U.S. suspended visas to a number of officials
in the lead-up to the final results as rumors swirled
that Celestin would be given a spot in the runoff.

Michel Martelly, center, walks surrounded by bodyguards and advisers before a press conference in
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Feb. 3. AP Photo

U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. Susan Rice said support
depended in part on following the OAS recommendations.
On Thursday, U.N. deputy spokesman Farhan Haq
said that Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon welcomed
the final results and “encouraged all actors to take
advantage of this opportunity to move forward with
the electoral process.”
An OAS expert team was brought in to sort
through a messy first round election on Nov. 28 that
was nearly derailed by fraud, disorganization, voter
intimidation and calls by candidates – including
Martelly and Manigat – to throw out the vote while
polls were open.
Though international observers initially said
problems had not invalidated the election, the Dec. 7
announcement that Celestin could advance and subsequent rioting prompted immediate statements by
the U.S. Embassy and others questioning the results.
On Thursday, U.S. Rep. Maxine Waters said
the United States, Canada and France “used (their)
tremendous power and influence to determine the
outcome of the first round” and denied Haitians “the

government services and jobs to areas outside Portau-Prince. “A lot of people died because they had to
leave their hometowns,” Saintil said.
The second round, originally slated for January,
is now expected March 20 with campaigning set to
begin Feb. 17. Final results – the naming of Haiti’s
next president – is not foreseen until April 16.
Preval’s five-year term is supposed to end Monday.
He extended his term for up to three months through
a law passed by members of his party in an expiring
Senate. Haitians fed up with his government protested and he pledged to step down on time, but more
recently reversed course and said he wants to remain
until a successor is elected.
“If him continuing in his position until a new
president is elected supports stability and peace
in the country then I think it’s a good thing,” OAS
Assistant Secretary-General Albert Ramdin told The
Associated Press by phone. “But this is a decision to
be made by the Haitian authorities,” he added.
Merten, the U.S. ambassador to Haiti, agreed.
“Our goal is again to support what the Haitian people
want and for there to be a peaceful turnover of power
from one legitimately elected president to another,”
he said.
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Organic foods challenged by IFT president Briefs
Campus & Community

By KEATON REED
staff writer

Roger Clemens, president-elect of the Institute
of Food Technologists (IFT) said beliefs such as
hazards of sodium, high fructose corn syrup and
trans-fats, and the benefits of organic and local
foods. were all myths.
There isn’t a significant difference between the
nutrients in organic and conventionally grown
foods, Clemen said.
“How do you feed 7 billion people?” was the
opening question of Clemens’ presentation to
USU students, Thursday. Clemens’ presentation,
titled “Feeding a Nation: Reality vs. Fallacy,” was
an evidence-based rebuttal to the popular docu-

mentary “Food, Inc.” which was released in 2008.
Clemens was the associate director of the regulatory science program at the USC school of pharmacy, and has a long list of other professional
positions and accomplishments.
“He has a broad view of what’s going on
in technology related to food,” said Donald
McMahon, a professor in the Nutrition, Dietetics
and Food Science Department (NDFS).
“A lot of what we hear about food is based on
emotion; people really go over the edge,” Clemens
said.
He said he feels that many of the decisions
made with regulations regarding the food industry are perception driven, and not founded upon
evidence.

THE PRESIDENT OF IFT SPOKE Thursday in the TSC Auditorium about the misconceptions of organic foods. Roger Clemens focuses on rebutting the documentary “Food, Inc.” saying what people hear about
food is “based on emotion.” CARL R. WILSON photo

The film “Food, Inc.” contends that the
agricultural industry is largely unregulated,
and is allowed to use hormones, chemicals and
pesticides, factors that contribute to the health
epidemic plaguing our nation. The makers of the
film provide solutions for Americans, including
eating locally grown organic foods, and avoiding
shipped and processed foods.
“You can’t feed 310 million people in your
backyard,” he said. “We have the healthiest food
supply in the world, and processing assures us
that the food will be safe.”
Clemens said processing in the food manufacturing industry is no different than what is common to other industries, such as pharmaceuticals.
One of the examples he used was insulin, which
utilizes several processes to be manufactured.
He said, “We will take an injectable medication, bypassing every barrier of safety, but when
it comes to food, we won’t accept it.”
Clemens presentation was replete with statistics, graphs and reports that indicated organic
and conventionally grown crops have few nutritional differences. Even the claims that organic
foods are hormone- and pesticide-free are misleading, he said.
“We can’t say that organic foods are pesticide
free; they just use pesticides approved by the
EPA,” he said, and that these are as potent as any
other pesticide.
“It’s a mind game with the consumers today,”
he said.
Clemens said his solution to these misconceptions is to get the politics out of the food industry,
and let the scientists do their research.
“We have a desire to have as much as we can
for as little as possible,” McMahon said. “We use
food manufacturing industries in order to produce the quantity of food you want.”
In order to have a successful food business,
safety must be a priority, he said. Professor
Charles Carpenter, department head of nutrition
and food sciences, said USU is very much a part
of finding ways to improve food nutrition, health
and safety.
McMahon said: “The biggest message I think
is that the foods we eat and the lifestyle we have
is very dependent on large-scale manufacturing
of foods, learning about how our foods get on the
table is going to be essential for knowing what we
can do regarding the health of society in general.”
– keaton.reed@aggiemail.usu.edu

Hour: Process should be transparent for all, Olsen says
-continued from page 1

were part of the decision. He
ers, they would find a way
said a wide demographic of
around it, class or not.
students was asked how they
“It’s not like the entire
felt and it was positive feeduniversity is in class at that
back.
time, if people aren’t going to
“It was a lot like other leglectures now it is because they
islation, we had passes where
don’t want to, not because their
there might be one or two
schedules are getting in the
questions or concerns but
way,” Woodruff said.
they were easily resolved and
Hilary Searle, ASUSU arts
passed,” Tolson said. “That is
and lectures director, said she
one thing I remember going
has had to miss extra credit
really smoothly.”
opportunities because she had
Olson said he wants the
class and couldn’t attend a
process to be transparent and
lecture, and this new program
to remind everyone that nothwill make it so students don’t
ing is set in stone. He said if
have to miss class for a lecture.
things aren’t going to work out,
“I totally understand why
changes will
people are
happen and
upset,” Searle
details can
said, “but I
mold to work
don’t know if
with everythere would
one.
have been a
Greater
better way to go
attendance to
about it. It has
lectures isn’t
been really sucthe only thing
cessful at other
common
schools, so I
hour is for,
guess we will
said Jo Olsen,
see.”
last year’s
Jennifer
ASUSU arts
Peeples,
assoTake a stand
and lectures
ciate speech
with our
director, who
communication
Online Poll.
presented the
professor, said
www.usustatesman.com
idea last year.
if students take
“It started
advantage of
out as being
this opportua time where
nity, then it will
students can go to lectures, but be a good change, but if they
it has evolved into something
don’t, it will just be a wasted
much more than that,” Olsen
hour.
said. “If students have a group
Peeples said the change will
project, they now have a time
cause major disruptions “no
they can meet that isn’t 11
matter which way you swing it”
p.m.”
because of all the scheduling
Olsen said that even though changes that need to happen.
attending lectures was the orig- She said if classes get dropped
inal intent, the idea has evolved from their noon spot, profesfrom there to fit more needs
sors don’t necessarily have a
and open up that time so stusay as to when they want their
dents have more of an option.
class to be.
“There are some students
“If I lose my time at noon,
who say, ‘oh I will just go home when will be class be taught?
and sleep or do homework’
I could wind up teaching
and that’s great. We aren’t tryMonday, Wednesday, Friday
ing to force anyone to attend
classes at 4,” she said.
anything during that hour,” he
said.
– megan.b@aggiemail.usu.edu
Woodruff said if students
wanted to attend these speak-

School of Business
hires new professor
A respected, internationally
known professor who has held faculty positions at Harvard, Stanford,
UC Berkeley, MIT and Princeton has
agreed to come teach at Utah State
University.
The Jon M. Huntsman School of
Business has announced that Eytan
Sheshinski will become a Jon M.
Huntsman Presidential Visiting
Professor. Sheshinski is now the Sir
Isaac Wolfson Professor of Public
Finance at Hebrew University in
Jerusalem.
In 2009, Utah philanthropist
Jon M. Huntsman announced he
would fund two presidential chairs
at USU’s business college that bears
his name. Author Stephen R. Covey
became the first Jon M. Huntsman
Presidential Chair in Leadership in
February of 2010. Dean Douglas D.
Anderson said that Sheshinski, as a
visiting professor, will teach classes
and give lectures on the USU campus
for three weeks in February.
Sheshinski will teach a course to
faculty, undergraduate and graduate students on annuity theory and
annuity markets. He is widely
viewed as a leading authority on
issues such as the privatization of
social security and other industries,
Anderson said.

Professor to speak
about runoff process
Utah State University’s
Department of Geology hosts the
Geological Society of America’s
2011 Birdsall-Dreiss Distinguished
Lecture Series speaker Jeffrey
J. McDonnell of Oregon State
University Feb. 7, on campus.
McDonnell presents “Where
Does Water Go When It Rains?
Conceptualizing Runoff Processes
in Headwater Catchments.”
His talk is free and open
to all. McDonnell holds the
Richardson Chair in Watershed
Science at Oregon State and is the
OSU Distinguished Professor of
Hydrology.

Student qualified
for Utah horse expo
Utah State University student
Jason Romney qualified for the
Annual Utah Horse Expo March
11-13 at the Salt Lake County
Equestrian Center in South Jordan,
Utah.
Romney qualified for the event
after being selected from 10 competitors at the Third Annual Utah
Horse Trainers Challenge Jan. 15
at the Golden Spike Event Arena in
Ogden, a premier horse trainer’s
event sponsored by the Utah Horse
Council.
Romney is the youngest of the
four finalists and the only college
student among the competitors.
For the competition, he will bring
a young, untrained horse to South
Jordan with only 60 days of permitted training time.
The winner of the Utah Horse
Expo takes home, among other
awards, a saddle and $5,000.
Matt Bartlett, president of Utah
Horse Council, said Romney was
well-deserving of the finalist position and feels that Romney has a
great chance at winning.
“Jason rides a lot like someone
who trains reigning horses, where
the horse needs to move fluidly at
speed,” said Bartlett, who is glad to
have Romney a part of this year’s
competition since Romney used to
volunteer at the Horse Expo when
he was younger. “Jason obviously
has experience like that. With a
compact body, the horse is built for
this style of riding.”
It’s an opportunity for someone
who also takes a full load of classes
while continuing other training
responsibilities in Benson, Utah.
“I think it’s a great opportunity
for trainers in Utah to share how
good we are and what we do,” said
Romney

COMMON
HOUR?

TYLER TOLSON SAID THERE are plenty of empty classrooms available for the
transfer of courses that are taught on Tuesday and Thursday from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. ARMEN
HOVSEPYAN photo
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and media reports
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ASUSU candidate applications still being accepted
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

ASUSU public relations
director Lacey Nagao said a
mandatory candidate meeting
had a turnout of more than 50
people interested in running
for 2011-12 academic senate
and ASUSU executive council
seats. There are two unopposed
positions at this point, science
senator and graduate student
senator. Anyone else interested
in running has one week to
complete the necessary application, she said at the ASUSU
executive council’s Wednesday
meeting.
A proposal to raise differential tuition for the Hunstman
School of Business graduate
and undergraduate students
was presented during that
meeting and was unanimously
approved.
Ken Snyder, department
head of the business school,
presented the proposal with
ASUSU business senator Skyler
Jenks and said the committee
over differential tuition decid-

ed raising undergraduate business tuition by $15 and graduate business tuition by $50 will
sustain the funding the college
needs. Undergraduate fees are
applied to 1-4000 level classes,
while graduate fees are applied
to 5-6000 level classes.
“Our costs here are less than
any other research institution
we could find,” Snyder said.
“The schools who are less costly
are Utah Valley University and
Webster State, but those are
teaching institutions. We will
compete with them in quality.”
Currently, differential
tuition for
undergraduate students sits at $52 and
$199 for graduate students
in the business school. These
additional costs will increase
every year by $15 and $50,
respectively, until 2014. Snyder
said he is unsure whether differential tuition will need to be
raised again at that time.
“This puts a burden on
students and their families and
we are sensitive to that,” Snyder
said.
In order to patch up the
added costs, Snyder said the

ASUSU EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MET on Wednesday and presented a potential differential tuition raise for the business school of
$15 for undergraduate courses and $50 for graduate courses. ALLISON OSTLER photo

college is working ambitiously
at accumulating more scholarships for students. Nearly 400
more scholarships have been
acquired to help business students through higher education
when compared to 2006.
Differential tuition is used
for faculty and staff salaries,
operating expenses, student
services and programs and
expenditures such as marketing, which consists of half the
administrative infrastructure

spending.
ASUSU executive vice president Brent Crosby said he supports the differential tuition
increase because it is necessary
to see the business school grow.
There are 58 new faculty and
staff in the business building, and 30 of these receive
their salaries from differential
tuition, and Snyder said he
predicts 19 faculty and staff
member will be hired to the
business school within the next

three years.
“I got one e-mail from a student who was a little upset, but
besides that the feedback has
been positive,” Snyder said.
ASUSU President Tyler
Tolson said at the meeting
that formulations for a student
recreation center has taken the
next step, and he, along with
his committee are looking into
finding an architect to give the
project “a little more depth.”
USU Provost Raymond

Coward discussed his concerns
with ASUSU student advocate
Dan Ricks regarding course
fees being pushed on students.
“We are doing everything
we can to rectify this issue,”
Ricks said.
Ricks, Coward and the
course fee board have been discussing how to eliminate these
extra fees for students.
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Money: Raise in tuition possible to help balance out school’s budget
-continued from page 1

higher education, there will be noticeable consequences considering
budget cuts that have been implemented throughout previous recession years, said Brent Crosby, ASUSU executive vice president.
“We are down to the bare bones. We can’t have as many teachers
teaching and we can’t have as much research,” Crosby said. “We have
huge research money coming in and less faculty means less research
money.”
Crosby has been discussing potential concerns with college deans
and said in his conversation with Caine College of the Arts Dean
Craig Jessop, Jessop said higher education needs the arts and the
legislature is quick to think it’s not important. Since the beginning
of the recession, 17 percent of the arts budget has been cut. Crosby
said in his conversation with Jessop they discussed the possibility of
programs becoming smaller, such as music therapy, which means
allowing fewer students into the program.
Jessop said, “I have tremendous faith in President Albrecht and
his staff. They have been magnificent through all of this and I have
great trust in their wisdom and ability to manage these situations.”

The arts school continues to receive generous support form
donors and members of the community, Jessop said, so he is confident the strength of the programs will be “preserved.”
“I’m an optimist at heart,” he said. “We will make it through
these times.”
Charlie Heunemann, associate dean for the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences, said he along with other faculty and
staff in the college are proactively mapping out multiple scenarios
that may result from budget cuts. Undoubtedly, programs will close,
departments will have fewer course offerings and large class sizes.
“We are concerned,” Heunemann said, “A 7 percent cut would
cause us very difficult times, but we are not going to get worried
until the legislative discussion.”
“It would be virtually impossible for this kind of a cut to not seriously affect the quality of student education,” he said.
The mood at Utah’s Capitol building is different this year, Crosby
said, and USU student lobbyists’ presentations have been recognized
by state legislators. Government Relations Council Chair Kirsten

Frank agreed with Crosby and said she believes USU is favoring
fairly well considering the high goals the university is continuing
to set, which includes a veterinary science program and a variety of
groundbreaking research projects.
“People down there know who we are,” Frank said. “We are quite
the presence on the Hill this year.”
Frank said she believes the best way to save higher education
from the financial threats of the economy is to band together will all
Utah universities.
Though the mood is hopeful, there are many legislators who are
uninterested in considering the detriment that the budget cuts will
be to the future economy, Crosby said, because they see students
who taking more than four years to graduate, which is a “waste” of
taxpayers’ dollars.
“They are turning on us (college students) for the system the state
created,” Crosby said.
Putting money into higher education institutions is a healthy way
to fuel the future economy, said USU public relations director John
DeVilbiss. He said the most difficult thing USU must do is articulate
the relationship between state funds and investing in the future to
legislators.
“It’s not something that’s just an expense,” DeVilbiss said. “It’s
something that needs to truly be treated as an opportunity for the
state of Utah, which it is.”
ASUSU administrative assistant Keenan Nuehring said he and
ASUSU President Tyler Tolson have discussed having student review
boards in the future as a means to make sure USU student organizations are using funding wisely and making the most of their set budgets. Nuehring said he believes combining some programs, such as
USU media outlets, would be a good way to save money and refrain
from cutting many programs.
“We talked with President Albrecht and talked about a 5 percent
increase to tuition to balance the cuts,” Nuehring said. “We have to
spend more money to have a progressive university. It sucks, but it’s
how it might need to be.”
Crosby said legislators are currently not interested in raising
taxes because of individuals’ suffering financial situations resulting
from the down economy. With this in mind, and the many other
issues Utah citizens face and are fighting to get funding for, Frank
said it will take cunning from USU representatives to ease the financial blow that USU could experience after this legislative session.
“Constituents of the legislators have been wheeling in their child
??asking ‘How can you do this to our child?’” Crosby said.
“Yeah, that’s what we’re up against,” Frank said.
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu

Rebel: Professor’s research
in Africa began in 1985
-continued from page 1
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Just as rebel groups feed off of
the common residents of the
DRC, Coppock said village life
is somewhat “parasitic,” as he
showed the audience a picture
of an Ethiopian girl sharing
cow’s milk with a calf.
Coppock’s lecture focused
on pastoral women in Ethiopia
who have transformed impoverished communities into thriving small-business economies
through micro-credit lending
strategies.
Coppock said his research
in Africa began in 1985 and has
led to many lessons learned in
applying cutting-edge transformational techniques in 21st-century Ethiopia.
“I had kind of an epiphany.
I decided I really didn’t want
to do the kind of work I was
doing in the decades before,
particularly, it was sort of topdown,” Coppock said. “I wanted
to have more engagement with
the people to figure out how to
solve problems.”
Between 2001 and 2003
Coppock said his team started

working with innovative pastoralists from northern Kenya
who were willing to share their
own solutions to poverty with
the communities in Ethiopia.
“This is a story that it’s been
the greatest professional experience of my life,” Coppock said.
“I will never top this, and I’m
just thrilled to be able to share
it.”
Bailey said in future installments of the International lecture series, the areas of research
will be a rotation of Asia, Latin
America, the Middle East and
Africa.
The next event in the series
will be March 28 during
Research Week, which is a university-wide focus on research.
Bailey said several USU faculty
members are currently doing
work in different parts of
Africa.
“In connection to that, we’re
hoping that the inaugural university international professor
of the year will be giving that
lecture,” Bailey said.
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Pianos take the stage at Monster Concert
By GENEVIEVE DRAPER
staff writer

The Kent Concert Hall will be filled with
370 piano students playing 20 pianos during the annual Youth Conservatory Monster
Concert, “Around the World in Eighty
Fingers” on Feb. 5 at 6 p.m. The Monster
Concert dates back over 20 years, said Kevin
Olson, assistant professor in the department of music and the director for the Youth
Conservatory. Olson said it provides piano
students an opportunity to experience a
“symphony of pianos.” The concert allows
them the experience of following a conductor and working in groups.
“(Piano) is very isolating. You practice
alone, you perform alone,” said Emily Bailey,
a senior in piano performance who teaches
at the Youth Conservatory. Bailey said the
students look forward to playing the piano
in large numbers and next to friends.
Preparations for the Monster Concert
require a collaborative effort from everyone
in the piano department. The piano majors
not only teach students, but also help with
preparation, such as moving the 20 pianos
from around the Fine Arts Center to the
stage.
“It’s impressive to see how every single
piano major really pulls their share of the
load,” Bailey said. “It brings the piano
majors together.”
The students get the music for the
Monster Concert before Christmas break,
giving students about two months to practice. There are 18 different numbers in the
concert. Olson said the teachers work with
the students to choose which of the pieces
is best for them. The pieces range through
eight levels of difficulty.
“I always pick two or three pieces and
then I play them for (the students) and let
them decide. I think it’s important for kids
to like the music they play,” Bailey said. She
has four students playing in the Monster
Concert, from ages 5 to 12. Bailey said the
different levels and personalities make
teaching interesting. Though Bailey began
teaching as a sophomore in high school,
her first years at USU were more focused on
piano performance. She said she soon realized how satisfying it is to hear her students
perform well.

YOUTH FROM CACHE VALLEY participate in the 2010 Youth conservatory Monster Conert.
Kevin Olson, director for the Youth Conservatory, is excited for this year’s production, “Around the
World in Eighty Fingers,” which will host 20 pianos and 370 piano students. photo courtesy KEVIN OLSON

Though Olson said it is called a Monster
Concert due to it being a “monstrous type
of ensemble,” having a monster there to
participate in the skits and narration is also
a tradition.
“The monster is like Santa. All the kids
want to see the monster at the Monster
Concert,” said Garret Denham, a senior in
piano performance.
Denham will be the monster on Saturday,
a role he has played his previous three years
at USU. His first year he was just a regular
monster, but his second he was a rutabaga,
in a cardboard cutout and purple tights. He
played a dancing Lima bean, with a similar
costume but green, the next year. He hasn’t
seen his costume for this year but said, “If
it’s like the first year, a very big, brown,
shag carpet, furry monster. And I think it
had some small horns, but I’m not sure.”
Denham said being the monster, and
having the fruit and vegetable sides, has
provided him with “small-town stardom”
when kids recognized him in Wal-Mart or at
church.
“A kid saw me and said ‘Rutabaga!’ and
then pretended to bite me,” Denham said.

Denham is also the Youth Conservatory
Program Coordinator, working in the office
two days a week. As such, for the last two
years, he has coordinated all pre-college
piano lessons and matched students with
teachers. With the Monster Concert he does
have additional duties, but said that as long
as he makes it efficient from the beginning,
it doesn’t become too stressful.
“The biggest problem would be if the student didn’t practice,” Denham said.
Denham also teaches two students.
Denham has played the piano himself since
he was five. He applied for 10 colleges in the
West and chose Utah State because he was
really impressed with the education, which
he said is “just wonderful.” The practice
rooms for piano majors all have a grand
piano, pretty good insulation and air conditioning. Though Denham is a full-time student, he tries to practice five hours a day.
Ronda Kershisnik has two daughters
playing in the Monster Concert and has
been involved with the Youth Conservatory
for five years. She said both girls are excited
about performing, particularly about the
presence of a big monster.

Playing in a group also provides a less
frightening experience to perform for the
students Kershisnik said. “With a lot of kids
on stage it is easier for you to get up and
play. The whole audience isn’t focusing on
just you.”
Another mom, Korryn Bernhardt, said
though this is her first year with the conservatory she has been really impressed by the
USU students who teach her two children
and the way they let the kids help dictate
the pace of lessons. While one child is more
nervous about the concert, the other is very
excited.
“I think it’s a really great chance for
the kids to have lessons and it helps the
students perfect their teachings skills,”
Bernhardt said.
Bailey said the community involvement
and the really strong program are like no
other school in the nation.
Olson said the conservatory, established in
1978, is a piano lab for students, and is wellknown in the country.
The students who teach at the conservatory take a piano pedagogy class, which
Olson teaches, where they learn about teaching strategies and curriculum and then get
hands on experience.
“I think it’s a great program. It’s a great
experience for the students as well as the
teachers,” said Emily Shipley, a senior
in sociology, who started out as a piano
major and began teaching in the Youth
Conservatory her second semester at USU.
She said she has continued teaching because
she loves it. She said that it gives USU students a wonderful opportunity to start
teaching where there are professors to help
along the way.
Denham said it is a great program for the
community and at a low cost, about $7 for a
half-hour lesson, opposed to the high costs
he has paid for lessons.
The Monster Concert also functions as
a fundraiser for the conservatory and helps
pay for daily needs and scholarships. The
prices this year are $3 per person or $10
a family. Tickets can be purchased at the
Caine College Box Office, online or Saturday
morning from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. at the Kent
Concert Hall. It is recommended to get tickets early.
– genevieve.draper@aggiemail.usu.edu

Logan’s sweet tooth is satisfied at festival
By CHELSEE NIEBERGALL
staff writer

Chocolate lovers around Cache Valley will gather at the
24th annual Valentine Chocolate Festival this Saturday
to display their tasty treats. The Festival serves as a fundraiser for Utah Planned Parenthood, which will receive 100
percent of the profits.
“All the prizes and raffle items are donated. All the
labor to put this on is donated as well. So all the funds
we raise go directly to Planned Parenthood of Utah,” said
Colleen O’Neill of the festival committee.
O’Neill said there are 10 core volunteers who organize
the event and more than 30 others who volunteer their time
to put the event together.
The festival is open to amateur and professional chefs.
The chocolatiers enter into categories based on the dessert they bring. It can be cakes, pies, cookies, brownies or
chocolates.
Before the event is open to the public, the chefs will be
judged in their specific categories. Judges award the best
entries in each category, including best amateur and professional chef. Other awards include best teen and best
parent/child collaboration. People’s choice awards will
be decided by the public who will cast their vote for their
favorite treats.
“Anyone can enter their dessert into the festival, even if
you have no professional baking experience,” said Nancy
Sassano, chair of the local organizing committee.
O’Neill said the chocolatiers are both professional chefs
from local restaurants and catering companies and amateurs from the community who love working with chocolate. Two of the professional entries will be by chefs from
Crumb Brothers and Hamilton’s.
Besides dessert tasting, there will be a silent auction as
well as a live auction. The auction items include some of the
desserts samples as well as a gourmet Thai dinner for eight,
a night at a Yurt with gourmet backpack dinner, a “Hot
Date” including dinner and flower certificates from local
restaurants and flower designers, and a Spanish wine tasting and tapas party.
There will also be a raffle with a grand prize of a piece
of furniture from Edwards Furniture. The grand prize
raffle will be drawn first and participants must be present
to receive their prize.
“We are continually impressed by the people of Cache
Valley’s energy and creativity. This is always the best
and tastiest fundraising event of the year,” said Karrie
Galloway, CEO of Planned Parenthood of Utah.
Planned Parenthood provides health care to all members

THE ANNUAL VALENTINE CHOCOLATE Festival, a fundraiser for Planned Parenthood of Utah, gives a platform for professional and amateur chefs from around the valley. Because all prizes are donated and all organizers are volunteers, all proceeds go to Planned
Parenthood, which offers affordable birth control, STI screening, pregnancy tests and vaccinations. STATESMAN file photo

of the community. Whether they are high- or low-income,
they can receive health care benefits through Planned
Parenthood, Sassano said.
Some services provided by Planned Parenthood are
birth control prescriptions and refills, pregnancy tests, STI
screening and vaccinations.
“Basically you just pay whatever you can afford,” Sassano
said.
The festival was started in 1987 by Mary Leavitt and
Mary Piette, according the Valentine Chocolate Festival’s
website. Piette brought the idea of a chocolate festival from
Hawaii to the Planned Parenthood board, saying no matter
how people felt about families, everyone loved chocolate.
The first year the board held the chocolate festival they

were astounded by the turnout and have kept the festival
going ever since.
“It started with a few community members who wanted
to hold a fundraiser for Planned Parenthood and since the
festival is held near Valentine’s Day, what better way to celebrate than with chocolate desserts,” O’Neill said.
The event will be held at Accolades in Hamilton’s, located at 2427 N. Main Street, Saturday, Feb. 5, starting at 6:30
p.m. The cost will be $10 for adults and $5 for children
under 12.
– chelsee.niebergall@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Yesterday’s books are today’s hot bargains
By VICTORIA HEPWORTH
staff writer

Gene Needham and his family have been around Logan for a
long time. He has lived here for all of his 70 years, his family on
the same block for more than 130 years. He has three master’s
degrees, in art, history and English, and he has attended over 800
credit hours of school. He speaks nine languages: German, French,
Italian, Spanish, Latin, Greek, Hebrew and Russian. He is currently working on one of many sculptures featured around his home.
He owns four or five businesses, including Historic Landing, S.E.
Needham Jewelers, an art supply store and Books of Yesterday.
Books of Yesterday is a used bookstore and movie rental shop
that opened in 1975 as the Booktable. It was renamed Books of
Yesterday in 1989. The store buys and sells used books and has
movies available to rent. Needham said he opened it because he
loves books. He already owned about 10,000 used books before
the store opened. In the basement there are stacks upon stacks of
books of all sorts of titles and genres. Thousands upon thousands
of books ranging from sports to sociology, ecology and foreign
language to medicine. With so many books and more than 100
different categories, anyone can find what they are looking for.
Forty percent of the collection is fiction, Needham estimated.
Needham loves books, but said, “It is not a good career choice.
I’m there because I like it. It’s a fun thing.” He said the most revenue comes from selling the books, although books aren’t the only
thing sold there. They also have an estimated 40,000 VHS, DVD
and Blu-Rays. Rentals are only $1 for a week, compared to some
local competitor’s prices of $1 a night. The movie options span a
variety of genres, including Disney, comedies and even a plethora
of edited DVDs.
To rent movies, customers need to set up an account, which
requires a driver’s license or state ID and a credit or debit card.
With upwards of 400,000 books, it isn’t hard to find something

to enjoy. All paperbacks in the store are buy four, get one free and
romance books are 10 for $10.
Many bookstores struggle to stay open. In fact, Books of
Yesterday has bought out a few bookstores in Salt Lake that have
gone under. The results of these large loads have built up the
Books of Yesterday inventory immensely. One particularly large
load took months to move.
Located on 87 N. Main Street, the building was originally a
ZCMI store. The first sight as you walk in and look to the left are
the rows and rows of books and movies. In the heart of the shelves
is the desk to checkout and get information. Needham spends
much of his time working at the store. He also has two ladies working there full time. The employees can answer any questions and
help set up accounts.

If you look to the right there is a sign: “Thousands of Books
Downstairs.” The sign does not lie. Needham said on average they
buy 2-4 boxes of books from people every day, and the inventory
of the store just keeps growing.
Aubrey Olsen, a freshman, said she loves going to the bookstore. She said, “You can always find what you are looking for
because they have everything there. When you’re a poor college
student and you can get books and movies for only that much, I’d
say it’s a freaking good deal!”
Books of Yesterday has many books that could be helpful with
classes, like language, science, ecology and an assortment of encyclopedias.

– tori_hepworth@yahoo.com

Get to know
Gene Needham:
– He has lived in Logan for 70
years.
– He and his ancestors have lived
on the same block for 130 years.
– He has three master’s degrees
(art, history, English).
– He has attended over 800 credit
hours of school.
– He speaks nine languages:
German, French, Italian, Spanish,
Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Russian.
– He is a sculptor.
– He owns four businesses in
Logan.

BOOKS OF YESTERDAY, LOCATED on Main Street downtown, has sold used books to Logan for more than 30 years. Owned by
longtime Logan resident Gene Needham, who also owns S.E. Needham jewelers, Books of Yesterday is one of the largest bookstores in
Utah, still buying two to four boxes of books from people a day, according to Needham. ALISON OSTLER photo

Action movie intense, not good
“The Mechanic” would have
had me sweating at the seams
the whole time if it weren’t for
the air-conditioned theater. I
would have to describe this
movie as dreadful but intense.
Knowing that “mechanic”
is simply a code name for hit
man, you know that Arthur
Bishop (Jason Statham) is
lethal, right off the bat. “The
Mechanic” is a thriller about
a professional killer who trains
his apprentice with a connection to one of his
previous victims.
Bishop is the best of the best. The difference is he is slightly more moral than his
employer. When Bishop is fed false information resulting in a death of an innocent man,

he seeks justice.

“The Mechanic” was just
Staff
another
typical Jason Statham
“The
Guy XXXX
flick. He is really good at what
Mechanic”

he does. He looks good on
screen, portrays the character
well and, most impressive of
all, manages to never smile.
Statham is as ruggedly handsome as they come for 40year-olds, but if I don’t see
those pearly whites, I am not
sold. The entire movie, and
not to mention his famous “Transporter”
roles, he looked serious with consistently furrowed eyebrows.

Grade: C-
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- See ACTION, page 7

IN THE ACTION/THRILLER “The Mechanic,” Jason Statham plays a rough-and-tough professional
killer training an apprentice. Supporting actor Ben Foster plays the apprentice and offers more diverse
emotions than Statham throughout the film.

Check out utahstatesman.com for

Regrettably Yours

by: alex or taylor
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‘The Eagle’

Pre-Emptive

Critics
‘Gnomeo and Juliet’

Gnomeo and Juliet – yet another version of
Shakespeare’s classic play, only this time, it’s animated,
and about gnomes. Yes, you heard me right, two groups
of feuding gnomes. Blue gnomes vs. red gnomes. Of
course, the two groups are in separate yards, and are bitter
enemies. Of course. But in this cutesy, animated version,
the gnomes are just plain silly – a mockery of the real characters.
“Experience Shakespeare’s legendary tale as you’ve
never seen it before,” is what the trailer says. And yes, you
have never seen “Romeo and Juliet” quite like this. But,
it’s a children’s movie, so you know neither of them die in
the end. How do you stab a knife through the heart of a
ceramic gnome? Maybe Juliet will just roll off the bed and
shatter on the ground. Who knows.
Is there real Shakespearean drama in this movie if it’s
rated G? There can’t be a Mercutio with cunning wit,
stabbed as Gnomeo tries to stop the feud. How can Paris
be killed by Gnomeo, who is wrought with guilt over the
death of his friend? The movie would very probably make
a cute family movie, for someone with children in the general ages of two to six years old.
The UK trailer, on the other hand, is upbeat, funny, and
entertaining. I watched it 10 times, minimum. It applies
more to an adult audience, and shows the parts we would
find entertaining. Because of the UK trailer, I pre-emptively
find it hilarious, witty and worth seeing when it hits Redbox
or Netflix, but not in the theater.

If it doesn’t annoy you that Channing Tatum is still
employed in the movie business and that Hollywood
is still making wildly inaccurate films about the
Roman empire in 140 AD, then you should go see
“The Eagle.” Directed by Kevin Mcdonald, it’s filled
with American vernacular, evil African savages playing Scots, and, well, Channing Tatum, the personality-less, IQ-of-40, piece of meat playing the hero.
Twenty years after the unexplained disappearance of the entire Ninth Legion in the mountains of
Scotland, Marcus Aquila (Tatum) arrives from Rome
to solve the mystery and restore the reputation of
his father, who was the commander of the Ninth.
Accompanied only by his treacherous British slave
Esca (Jamie Bell), Marcus sets out to retrieve the lost
legion’s golden emblem, the Eagle of the Ninth, only
to realize Esca is his enemy, and have the role of
slave/master reversed.
Did I mention that there are no women in the
whole movie? Yeah.
What could have been a decent, if repetitive, film
was ruined with the choice of Tatum as the main
character. Unless he comes out with a break dance
in the middle of one of the Scottish brawls to make
the show interesting, I doubt I will be able to stand
more than 15 minutes of this dumbed-down historical vandalism. If I thought Channing was super beautiful, or just liked a good tangled story of betrayal
and restoring the family honor, I’d go see it. But, as
it is, I feel that whatever revenue this movie makes
will be way too much.
– kmarshall222@gmail.com

‘Justin Bieber: Never
Say Never’
I have never been a Justin Bieber hater – not to say
I have the Fever, but I’ll admit to running at the gym
with “Baby” blasting from my iPod.
Watching little Biebs drum his heart out as an
excessively adorable 3-year-old made my heart melt
a little – and the kid has got mad skills. He must have
popped out of Momma Biebs with some legit rhythm
and style.
The trailer to his movie leaned toward the dramatically cheesy side with over the top headlines:
“They said it would NEVER happen … They said
he would NEVER make it … But you NEVER stopped
believing. The inspiring true story of one ordinary kid
YOU discovered… Never Say Never!!!”
Honestly though, I would not hate seeing this film. I
might not fork over money for a full-priced ticket, but
I’d see it.
Lil’ Justin has been very successful in the music and
entertainment industry for such a young-un. I think his
haters are mostly people who secretly wanted to be
huge pop stars at his age and never made it.
Biebs might have some semi-narcissistic tendencies,
but what 16-year-old doesn’t? If you had Usher as
your mentor and experienced YouTube insta-fame in
junior high, you would be a bit jaded yourself.
Admittedly, I had to snicker at the pre-teen girls
proclaiming their dedicated love for the teenage sensation, “He’s like such an inspiration, he came from
like such a small town. He gives up hope.”
But like, OMG guys, if Justin Bieber can do it, then
like, so can I!
Never say never, Aggies, you might actually like his
movie.
– natashabodily@gmail.com

– april.ashland@aggiemail.usu.edu
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advance publicity and — most importantly — movie trailers. They have not seen the movies.

Modern classic offers thrills, intensity and romance
For those of you who have seen

“Rebecca” the much acclaimed film “The
Birds,” Hitchcock was not the
Grade: A+ mastermind behind it. Daphne

Du Maurier wrote not only
the short story “The Birds,”
but, among others, two novels
adapted into Hitchcock films.
I was once in a quirky little
in my hometown
Kellyn Neumann bookstore
looking for my next read with
my mother. My mom and I have
different tastes in many things
– clothes, food, boys – but in one thing we are synced: Books.
While most would shy away from anything their mom recommended, I have great faith in her taste. On a recommendation of a
favorite book from her childhood, I decided to read Du Maurier’s
most famous novel, “Rebecca.”
From the first paragraph, I was hooked. “Last night I dreamed
I went to Manderley again” is widely regarded as one of the most
famous opening lines in 20th-century literature, and sets the story
up as a novel in constant suspense. While the novel was not Du
Maurier’s first, it is certainly her most popular. While the novel
was first published in 1938, the writing can be compared to older
works such as “Jane Eyre” and “Emma.”
Contrary to what most of you would believe, Rebecca is not the
name of the main character in the story. In fact, you never find out
the narrator’s name, which only adds to the suspense. “Rebecca”
is the story of a reserved young lady who becomes the wife of the
great and beloved master of Manderley, a mansion in the country
of England.
The young woman’s marriage is haunted by her husband’s
mysterious dead wife Rebecca, a beautiful lady who has left her
essence in everything at Manderley, including the people. The
narrator’s husband, Maxim de Winter, will not move past Rebecca
and the narrator has to deal not only with Rebecca’s memory,
but the grief her husband seems to be feeling over his first wife’s
death.
The shy, humble narrator must also deal with Manderley’s
housekeeper Mrs. Danvers who loathes the narrator. Mrs. Danvers
has a scary adoration for the infamous Rebecca and does not
appreciate the new Lady de Winter encroaching on her memory.
This loathing is compounded by the fact that the new Lady de
Winter does not know the “proper” way to run a household. The
narrator came from small beginnings and was a companion to a
wealthy woman in the beginning of the novel; she does not know
what it takes to be the wife of a rich gentleman.
Since I know every one of you that reads this review will buy
the book and start reading it, I will not give the ending away, but
I will tell you this: Du Maurier puts a twist at the end of every
novel, and it is never what you predict or suspect, so be prepared.
And for those of you who are not interested in reading the novel,
at least go watch the movie. Hitchcock filmed his adaptation of
“Rebecca” in 1940 with some of the stars of the day and the film
does stay pretty close to the book, so you shouldn’t miss anything
important.

Book

Review

If you read “Rebecca” and enjoy Du Maurier’s writing, I would
suggest trying out her other novels as well. Du Maurier experimented with many different styles, but there are a few I have read
similar in style to “Rebecca.”
“Frenchmen’s Creek” is actually my favorite novel of hers. It
tells of a British gentlewoman who wants to leave her high society
life to run off with a pirate. “My Cousin Rachel” is third on my list,
and is one of those novels that even after finishing it, you are still
unsure of the ending.
“Mary Ann” and “The King’s General” are both intriguing as
well, and both true to her style of writing about mysterious and
powerful women. “Jamaica Inn” is almost as famous as “Rebecca,”
and the third adapted into a Hitchcock movie.
When looking at the “classics” in a bookstore, Du Maurier is
not usually on the shelf, but I think it should be. She mimics many
classic writers while being easy to read. Her language is beautifully
written, but not hard to comprehend.
I have confidence that anyone can read Du Maurier’s novels, in
fact I guarantee it. Not one person who picks up “Rebecca” and
reads all the way through it will be disappointed. If you doubt me,
do the only thing you can do to prove me wrong: read it.
– kellyn.neumann@aggiemail.usu.edu

Action: Supporting actor saves film
-continued from page 6
I always say that comedy is harder to do than
drama, and if drama is all Statham can pull off,
he is not even close to Oscar material. On the
other hand, Ben Foster, who played Bishop’s
apprentice Steve McKenna can easily and
naturally play both styles. If “the Mechanic”
had any great thing about it, it was Foster.
He explored and demonstrated every human
emotion through his character.
The movie has a very serious feel to it until
Foster’s character appears. From then on, it
feels a little more light-hearted. It’s a shame
he wasted that raw talent on an overdone
film.
Writers Richard Wenk and Lewis John
Carlino created a story from good intentions
and clever dialogue. The screenplay, unfortunately, doesn’t make the final cut in my
book.
The fact that there was a very unnecessary
scene of, shall we say, nude passion, does not
add to “The Mechanic’s” rating whatsoever. I

get the fact that “knocking boots” on screen
is the current fad, but when it has nothing to
do with the storyline and is there just to be
there, I don’t understand. What was the point
of that? Maybe director Simon West was trying to lengthen the film; it was a whopping
hour and 40 minutes long, after all.
The soundtrack was obviously picked
carefully. The meticulous selection found me
searching the web after the movie for the
artists of the songs. Each song appropriately
set the mood for the given scenes. Without
the music, and Ben Foster of course, “The
Mechanic” would have been just plain bad.
If you want to see this new blockbuster,
wait until it comes to Redbox and then make
sure you have a promo code to get it for free.
It certainly was not good enough to pay full
price.
– Anike.pullens@aggiemail.usu.edu

PUBLISHED IN 1938, Daphne du Maurier’s famous novel
“Rebecca” has been made into movies and held its place as a modern classic.
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Aggies dominate Nevada in wild night at the Spectrum
Pane scores 18 to lead
team while legend of
“Wild Bill” continues
By TYLER HUSKINSON
assistant sports editor

Defense and rebounding
may be one of the biggest
reasons the No. 21 Utah
State Aggies continue to win
basketball games. In front
of a national audience on
Wednesday, the Aggies proved
once more that they can win
even if they have an off-night
offensively. Junior point-guard
Brockeith Pane paced the
Aggies with 18 points as they
defeated the Nevada Wolf Pack
for the second time this season, 67-45.
After a sluggish first half,
the Aggies (20-2, 10-0) were
able to bounce back and play
with energy and passion in the
second half to shut down the
Pack (8-14, 5-4).
“We came out, played with
a lot of energy in the second
half,” Aggie head coach Stew
Morrill said. “Just kind of had
the doldrums in the first half,
and feeling a little tired. We
had a few dumb plays that lead
to about seven points for them.
It led to me not being in a
really good mood at halftime.”
Two free-throws from Pane
would give the Aggies their
largest lead of the first half
at 27-19 with less than five
minutes to play, but the Pack
would respond as they finished
the half on a 9-2 run fueled by
the Aggie turnovers and sloppy
play.
“Coach kind of got into us
at halftime and said that we
weren’t playing with enough
energy to be 21st in the country,” Pane said. “He kinda got
into us and we played with
more heart and more aggression. We played with more passion and we wanted it more.”
The Aggies stormed out
of the gates at halftime with
a 15-5 run spurred by a 3pointer from senior forward

Pooh Williams and capped by
another 3-point basket from
senior guard Brian Green.
Green’s 3-point shot gave the
Aggies an 11-point lead, and
the Wolf Pack was never able to
cut the lead back to single-digits.
“Our guys responded,”
Morrill said. “We just needed
to play with more fervor and
more energy, and we did that.
We defended better in the second half … rebounded the heck
out of the ball. Those two areas
have been real consistent for
us, and hopefully that’ll continue. Some nights we shoot
the ball better than others, and
tonight we didn’t have a great
shooting night. If you win by
20 not having a great shooting
night, that’s OK. We held them
to about 25 points below their
average, so I was real happy
with how hard we played.”
The Aggies finished the
night shooting 41 percent from
the field and 22 percent from
3-point land, but they limited
the Wolf Pack to 32 percent
shooting from the field and
11 percent shooting from long
distance.
“Mainly, we helped each
other,” Morrill said of the
Aggies’ defense. “We played
really hard and helped each
other. When some guy drove
down the lane, we rallied to the
ball. We were just as active as
could be defensively. That was
fun to watch from a defensive
perspective.”
True freshman point guard
Deonte Burton led the Pack in
scoring with 11 points, but he
was the only player to reach
double-figure scoring for the
Pack. Sophomore forward Olek
Czyz, sophomore guard Malik
Story and junior forward Dario
Hunt, who are all averaging
nearly 14 points a game, fin-

- See DEFENSE, page 9

UTAH STATE PUSHED ITS WINNING STREAK TO 16 GAMES behind big nights from juniors Brockeith Pane and Brady
Jardine. The duo combined to score 32 points while each shooting 6-10 from the field. Wild Bill Sproat also chipped in on the action, backed
by an entire student section singing “I’m a Little Teapot.” TODD JONES and STERLING BOIN photos

UTAH STATE GUARD DEVYN CHRISTENSEN drives past a San Jose State defender during
a home game against San Jose State eariler this season. Christensen scored 19 points and grabbed 11
rebounds in Thursday’s 79-73 win at Nevada. STERLING BOIN photo

Aggie women complete their
end of Wolf Pack sweep in Reno
By MEREDITH KINNEY
staff writer

The Utah State women’s basketball team
picked up a win Thursday night on the road
at Nevada. USU sophomore guard Devyn
Christensen finished the game with 19 points
and 11 rebounds, earning her a double-double
in her second career start.
“It’s really hard to win on the road in our
conference, so to get a win in Nevada is pretty
special,” said Utah State head coach Raegan
Pebley. The Aggies beat the Wolf Pack for the
second time this season with a score of 79-73.
Utah State scored the first points of the
game with a layup by Jenna Johnson but
Nevada quickly retaliated with a three. The
Aggies led for the next 10 minutes; however,
Nevada kept it close holding USU to a fourpoint margin.
The Wolf Pack tied the game with a free
throw from Kayla Williams and took the lead
with two later free throws, also from Williams.
From then on, the lead changed four times
before the Aggies scored the last seven points
of the half.
The final push came as time expired in the
first half when Christensen hit a 3 and was
sent to the line where she drilled the free throw
completing the four-point play.
The Aggies defense was the key to their first
half success, forcing the Wolf Pack to turn the
ball over 17 times in the game and creating
valuable opportunities for Utah State. “Our
defense did a great job of fueling our offense,”
Pebley said.
Utah State came out strong in the second

half, once again scoring the first points. They
continued their dominance to a game-high lead
with freshman guard Jennifer Schlott’s layup to
put the Aggies up by 14.
The Aggies fought off Nevada for the rest of
the game despite a strong effort from the Wolf
Pack, who cut the Aggies lead to six with 23
seconds to go. USU finished the game with a
six point lead.
“I’m very happy for the whole team,” Pebley
said of the win. The Aggies finished the game
shooting 53 percent from the field in their
third-straight Western Athletic Conference
win.
Christensen’s 19 points lead the
Aggies. Schlott and senior guard Alice
Coddington also finished in double figures for
USU and sophomore center Banna Diop had an
impressive five blocks in the game.
Pebley particularly noted the work of her
guards.
“Our perimeter players, our guards, did a
great job of getting to the rim and creating layups,” she said. “It’s that kind of push that helps
you win games.”
Christensen’s 11 rebounds mark her seasonhigh and her double-double was the first of her
career. She’s one of the Aggies that has stepped
up in Ashlee Brown’s absence. Brown has
missed the past two games due to an injury.
The Aggies are on the road for one more
game, traveling to Boise on Saturday, Feb. 5
to face the Boise State Broncos. Their record
is now 11-10 and 5-3 in WAC play. Nevada
dropped to 14-7 and 3-5 in conference play
with the loss.
– meredith.kinney@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Hockey nets four 3rd-period goals for revenge on NAU
By LANDON HEMSLEY
staff writer

Just more than four minutes into the third period
of Thursday night’s 6-2 win
against the Lumberjacks of
Northern Arizona, NAU’s
Michael Farnam put his
stick into USU goaltender
Dan Cornelius’s face on the
breakaway in an attempt to
score.
“He just got me in the
face with a stick,” Cornelius
said of the incident. “It
wasn’t anything major,
nothing I’m not used to, but
I had to make sure they got
the penalty. I embellished a
little bit. We needed something just to get us going,
and we knew a power play
would give us the chance we
needed.”
Embellishment or not,
that’s when the Aggies took
over.
“Anytime you see a goaltender go down like that,
your first reaction is to
protect your goalie,” Aggie
captain Kent Arsenault said.
“If you can’t protect your
goalie, you go out there
and do something better
offensively. As soon as we
saw that, we turned it up
and realized we had something to play for. We’re not
going to let them run over
our hockey team in our own
rink.”
At the time, USU and
NAU were tied at two goals
apiece. Already enjoying a
power play, Aggie senior
David Wyman took a punch

to the head and put NAU
on the short end of a 5-on-3
power play. USU took the
lead less than one minute
later, courtesy of Arsenault.
Arsenault’s goal was more
than the goal that gave USU
a lead it wouldn’t relinquish,
it was also a USU hockey
record-breaker. That swing
of the stick made Arsenault
USU’s all-time leading goal
scorer at 206 goals in his
career.
“Five years in the making,” Arsenault said of the
record, “and it was one of
my goals when I first came
here to school. I told the
boys I wanted to do it at
home at some point during
the season, and it happened
that way.”
After taking a 2-1 deficit
into the first intermission,
the Aggies scored five unanswered goals, four of which
came in the third period,
and sent the Lumberjacks
back to Arizona with a mark
in the loss column.
Given the quality of hockey on display during the
first two periods, however,
it would have been difficult
to predict that USU would
come out with a four-goal
win. USU simply came out
flat, and several Aggies said
the poor play was frustrating, especially considering
that a 6-3 loss to NAU in
early December prevented
USU from taking the No. 1
regional ranking.
“We can’t let a team take
us out of nationals and then
lose to them a second time,”
Cornelius said. “We’ve got

Defense: USU shuts down Pack
-continued from page 8
ished the night with just seven
points apiece. Both Czyz and
Hunt experienced early foul
trouble in the first half, but
they were mostly ineffective in
the second half even though
they played more minutes.
“Utah State did a great job
tonight of switching from man
to zone, and really limited
what we were able to do,” Wolf
Pack head coach David Carter
said. “I thought they did a
really good job of doubling
Dario Hunt, who was a big part
of our game plan. We had a
few of our players panic under
pressure tonight, and we had
individual players press the
ball and try to create things
on their own. I think that happened to Dario tonight.”
Just the like Aggies’ defense,
their rebounding wasn’t great
in the first half. The Pack actually held a 20-14 advantage at
halftime.
“They were playing zone,
and you have to make a team
pay when they play zone,”
Morrill said. “It’s really hard
to block out. We didn’t make
them pay in the first half, and
in the second half we did. We
had a lot of guys get offensive
rebounds.”
The Aggies finished the
game with a 42-33 rebounding

edge. Junior forward Brady
Jardine, who finished with
14 points, pulled down nine
rebounds along with senior
forward Tai Wesley.
With the Aggies’ recent
rise in the polls, some have
questioned whether the Aggies
deserve their ranking. And
with those questions circulating, the Aggies hope that with
every game, especially those on
national television, they will
garner more respect for their
team.
“I think during the second
half we showed teams that we
can really play, but it’s one
game at a time,” Jardine said.
“We’re just trying to keep it
rolling. I think with each game
we’ll make a little bit more of a
statement that we’re for real. I
think in the second half, with
the energy and defense; I hope
people at home saw that we’re
a legitimate team and that we
can play with anybody.”
The Aggies will get another
chance to extend their winning streaks when they face
the Boise State Broncos on
Saturday. That game is set to
tip at 7 p.m. in the Dee Glen
Smith Spectrum.

USU FORWARD BRENDAN MACDONALD takes a shot during Thursday night’s game against Northern Arizona. Utah State
avenged a loss from earlier in the year by beating the Lumberjacks 6-2 Thursday. BRANDEN FONDA photo

to show them that was just
a fluke. Tonight definitely
shows that we are a better
team than they are.”
“I was thinking we were
going to walk all over them,”
USU coach Jon Eccles said.
“They came out flying. They
were battling and chasing
it. In the locker room we
told the team, ‘We’ve got to
play like we’re going to play

at regionals and nationals,’
and they came out and that’s
what we did.”
USU’s magnificent third
period was capped off when
Jeremy Martin squared up
from 75 yards away and
took a shot from USU’s zone
at an empty net on the other
end of the ice. To borrow a
phrase from basketball, the
shot hit nothing but net.

BY USU ATHLETICS

Utah State’s women’s tennis team will host their first match
of the spring this weekend, taking on Boise State on Friday.
The Aggies are coming off a dominating performance in
Pocatello, Idaho, defeating Idaho State 7-0 in their spring season opener.
It was a total team effort from the Aggies in their battle
with the Bengals on Jan. 25. The team won all of their matches
in straight-sets en route to a 7-0 victory.
The Aggies will be looking to build off the momentum
gained from their season opener but will have a stiff challenge
as they face No. 38 Boise State. The Aggies will be led by sophomore Jaclyn West and senior Hailey Swenson, as they attempt
to pull an upset against a ranked opponent.
The match against Boise State will be the Western Athletic
Conference opener for Utah State, Friday, Feb. 4. The Broncos

1313

2-Haircuts for the price of one with

Andrea and Christy

55 North Main Logan, Utah in the Emporium
www.shearshack.com

Call for an appointment
& mention this ad!
435.752.5310

Today’s Puzzle Answers

USU next plays at
the Eccles Ice Center on
Saturday. This game against
BYU will start at 8 p.m. to
accommodate hockey fans
who also want to attend
USU’s basketball home game
against Boise State, beginning at 7 p.m.

– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu

Women’s tennis to face BSU in home opener Friday

-ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

2-4-1-Bring-a-Friend

The goal gave the Aggies the
four-goal lead, and further
sealed an already victorious
outing.
“I was hoping he was
going to drop it to me so
that I could take the shot,
but he’s a little selfish,”
Cornelius sarcastically said
of Martin. “I’m glad we got
that though to put the dagger in their heart.”

are 3-1 this season and are coming off a victory over No. 44
Harvard, 4-3. The only loss for the Broncos came from No. 34
Nebraska 5-2, on Jan. 29.
Following the match Friday, the Aggies will host Portland
State on Saturday, Feb. 5. The Vikings come into the match
with a mark of 1-2 and will face Weber State on Friday, Feb. 4
before traveling to Logan to take on the Aggies. The Vikings
will be led by junior Yuki Sugiyama.
Both matches this weekend will be open to the public and
are free admission at the Sports Academy and Racquet Club.
The women’s tennis match will start at 10 a.m, the Utah State
men also play Friday afternoon at 4 p.m. Action Saturday for
the women starts at 3 p.m.
Following their showdowns with the Broncos and Vikings,
the Aggies will travel to Las Vegas to take on UNLV on Feb.
18, followed by a match on Feb, 19 against UC Riverside.
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Aggies set to reload with slew of junior college talent
of the game-tested players
will boost the team’s performance next season.
“The junior college kids
Utah State head footwe did take were some of the
ball coach Gary Andersen
best players we had on our
revealed the 2011 football
board and I am pleased to
signing class on Thursday,
have them,” Andersen said.
as high school seniors
Headlining the Utah
around the country faxed
State recruiting class is
in their national letters of
Bojay Filimoeatu, a 6-foot-2,
intent as part of National
250-pound outside linebackSigning Day.
er from Mt. San Antonio
“Overall it has been a
Community College.
good day,” said Andersen,
Filimoeatu passed up scholwhose proarship offers to
gram signed
Kansas State,
28 total playIowa State
ers. “I thought • 28 total signees
and Nevada to
that our staff
come to Logan.
did a great job • 14 players signed
Andersen had
in a yearlong out of junior colleges nothing but
process and I
positive things
believe that we • 11 players from the to say about
competed at a state of Utah
Filimoeatu,
high level.”
who is expect• 17 defensive play- ed to compete
Andersen
said he was
ers, 10 offensive and for a starting
particularly
one punter
spot as USU
pleased with
moves to a
the coaching
• Five signees at each 3-4 defensive
staff ’s abilof the offensive line, scheme.
ity to bring in
“On paper,
defensive line, linejunior college
watching
his
players. Of the backer and cornerjunior college
28 players who back positions
film, he is a
will join the
young man
Aggie program in 2011, 14
that we hope, as a defense,
will come from junior colallows us to be able to
leges. While he admitted
change the line of scrimbringing in so many junior
mage,” Andersen said.
college players was not
In total, 17 defensive
originally part of the team’s
players signed with the
recruiting plans, Andersen
class. Andersen, who named
said low numbers in the
himself defensive coordinacurrent junior class had to
tor for the upcoming season,
be addressed. Aside from
said focusing the team’s
providing stability to the
recruiting efforts on shorjunior class, Andersen was
ing up the front seven was
optimistic that the addition
a major part the team’s phiBy ADAM NETTINA
staff writer
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losophy this offseason, especially considering the low
personnel numbers Utah
State had on the roster.
“We also looked at the
numbers of productivity
from our front four and
outside linebacker, as well
as the graduation of several
defensive players and really
felt that it needed to go up,”
Andersen said.
“The key was to recruit
length and size; we were
able to do that and were
able to get what we needed,”
Andersen added when asked
about his philosophy with
recruiting on the defensive
line.
According to Rivals.com,
a leading recruiting evaluation service, Utah State
signed the top recruiting
class in the Western Athletic
Conference. That calculation, based on total recruits
signed as well as quality
of recruits, bested Hawaii
and Louisiana Tech, respectively, for the top positions.
Whether or not the class
can translate offseason hype

into production remains
something to be seen in
future seasons, but judging
on Andersen’s ability to land
several high-profile junior
college and high school players when going head to head
against other WAC and state
schools, that future looks
bright.
“People are always going
to ask ‘how good of a class
did you have?’” Andersen
said. “The only way that I
know how to compare it,
is against the guys you are
competing against as far as
signing recruits. … we didn’t
win every battle but we certainly won our fair share.”
Andersen said the program inked commitments
from 21 of 25 players who
visited campus. This comes
at a critical time for USU
athletics, as concerns about
the future of the WAC
caused several other schools
to attempt to lure prospective recruits away from Utah
State. Andersen declined to
point out specific schools
and coaches which used

those tactics against USU,
but said the uncertainty the
WAC finds itself in did not
affect USU’s ability to sell
itself as both a university
and up-and-coming football
program.
“It came up with coaches
through the recruiting process,” Andersen said. “Other
coaches bringing up what
they think the direction
the WAC is headed, which
is completely wrong. There
were some interesting comments made on the back end
of that.”
“Regardless of what happens, we are always going to
be in a quality conference,”
he added.
Aside from addressing
concerns on the offensive and defensive lines,
Andersen ruled the class
a success because of the
high amount of in-state
and mission prospects the
team signed. The third-year
headman was particularly
pleased with signing 11
Utah players, especially
given the increased competi-

tion the Aggies faced when
recruiting Beehive State
prospects.
“I think that we did an
excellent job of getting the
11 guys out of Utah, which
is our number one priority
when we start talking about
recruiting,” Andersen said.
Above all, Andersen
stressed that signing day
was not just about getting
great athletes for future
Aggie teams, but getting
commitments from the
best young men who fit the
program’s goals on the field,
in the classroom and in the
community.
“These are quality young
men, it is not just going
out and recruiting football
players, but that there was
a fit with Utah State and
the young men who chose
to sign with us,” Andersen
said. “I really believe that
all the young men we signed
are a good fit for this program and for the university.”

– adam.nettina@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Picking NBA All-Star game reserves
Last week, the NBA
announced the starters
for this year’s All-Star
Eye
game. Every year, fans
on the
decide who will start in
hardwood
the February classic, but
the All-Star reserves are
decided by the respective
coaches. The coaches will
announce their reserves
on Monday, so before that happens, I’m making a list of
the guys who I think deserve the title of All-Star.
Western Conference
Forwards
Dirk Nowitzki: One of the most consistently good
big men over the past decade, Dirk is still going strong.
Arguably the best shooting big man to ever play the
game, Dirk would have been a starter this year if he
hadn’t missed nine games due to a knee injury.
Blake Griffin: Does a rookie really deserve a spot on
the All-Star team? If his name is Blake Griffin he does.
Griffin is an absolute beast, averaging almost 23 points
and 13 rebounds per game, but it would still be quite
the feat to make the team, as not even LeBron James
made the All-Star squad as a rookie.

Mark Israelsen

Center
Pau Gasol: Love him or hate him, the big Spaniard is
ridiculously efficient and talented. His numbers may not
be quite as good as in years past, but there’s no denying
he deserves this spot.
Guards
Russell Westbrook: Coming into the season, coaches
and fans alike thought Kevin Durant would run away
with the MVP, so naturally we were surprised when, for
a while, Durant wasn’t even the best player on his team.
Russell Westbrook is a nightly triple-double threat and is
half of the best duo in the league.
Deron Williams: D-Will has been unstoppable this
season as he is averaging a career high 21.9 points and
9.4 assists per game. He is the clear leader of a resilient
Jazz squad that has more fourth-quarter comebacks
than Cleveland has wins.
Wild Cards
Kevin Love: Kevin Love has a league-leading 42 double-doubles in 47 games, including 33 in a row. He also
recorded the first 30-30 game in almost 30 years. He’s
an All-Star, ‘nuff said.
Manu Ginobili: Ginobili’s stats really aren’t that
impressive, but the Spurs record is. With Duncan and
Parker not playing very well, Manu has taken over and
led the Spurs to their league best 40-8 record, which is
why he’s an All-Star.
Snubs: LaMarcus Aldridge, Monta Ellis, Zach Randolph,
Eric Gordon, Steve Nash

West Starters: Kobe Bryant, Chris Paul, Yao Ming,
Carmelo Anthony, Kevin Durant

Eastern Conference
Forwards
Chris Bosh: With his buddies LeBron and Dwayne
starting in this game, it’s fitting that the last member of
the Miami big three gets a spot. Bosh’s numbers are
down, obviously, but with averages of 18.5 points and
eight rebounds, he still gets a spot.
Kevin Garnett: KG has been solid this season, bringing defense and intensity that can’t be matched. His
presence has led the Celtics and once again they are
among the best teams in the league. Plus, the All-Star
game just wouldn’t be the same without Garnett, who
would be making his 14th appearance if he makes it this
season.
Center
Andrew Bogut: The East doesn’t have a lot of great
centers, besides Dwight Howard, but Andrew Bogut is
pretty good. He leads the league in blocks and is fifth
in the league in rebounds per game, helping the Bucks
to the fourth best defense in the NBA in terms of points
allowed.
Guards
Rajon Rondo: A few years ago if you asked someone
who Rajon Rondo was, they would have probably said
“Who?” That’s not the case anymore. In the first five
games of this season, Rondo racked up 82 assists, an
NBA record. He has continued his John Stockon-esque
playing and leads the league with 12.5 dimes per game.
Paul Pierce: The third Celtic to make this roster,
Pierce leads Boston in scoring with 19.1 points per
game. Pierce is playing this season with a new energy
as the Celts look for championship number 18, and he
deserves to be an All-Star.
Wild Cards
Joe Johnson: The Hawks are quietly putting together
a nice season, and one of the main reasons for that
is Joe Johnson. Averaging over 20 points for the sixth
straight season, Johnson does it all for Atlanta.
Raymond Felton: Felton would be making his AllStar debut if he was selected this season, and I think he
deserves it. He is sixth in the NBA is assists per game
and is the other reason besides Amare that the Knicks
are relevant again.
Snubs: Ray Allen, Danny Granger, Stephen Jackson, Al
Horford
East Starters: Dwayne Wade, Derrick Rose, Dwight
Howard, LeBron James, Amare Stoudemire
Mark Israelsen is a freshman majoring in mechanical engineering. Mark has also been a lifelong Jazz fan. He can
be reached at mark.israelsen@aggiemail.usu.edu
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LQWHUYLHZV RQ   $SSO\ RQOLQH DW
ZZZLVODQGODNHFRP  &DOO 
 EHWZHHQ  DQG  HDVWHUQ WLPH
RQ ZHHNGD\V IRU PRUH LQIRUPDWLRQ
LQIR#LVODQGODNHFRP  ZZZLVODQG
ODNHFRP

Apartments
$3$570(176)255(17
6LJQ XS QRZ %URRNODQH $SDUWPHQWV
RQO\VXPPHUFRQWUDFWGLVFRXQW
66< FRQWUDFW SULYDWH EGUPV GLVK
ZDVKHUVHOIFOHDQLQJRYHQV&ORVHWR
868 VWDGLXP DQG VSHFWUXP &RPH
VHHDW(1RUFDOO

Statewide Ads

%XLOGLQJ0DWHULDO
0(7$/ 522):$// 3DQHOV 3UHHQ
JLQHHUHG 0HWDO %XLOGLQJV 0LOO SULFHV
IRUVKHHWLQJ FRLO DUH DW D  \HDU ORZ
<RXJHWWKHVDYLQJV&RORUVSULPH
PDWHULDOFXWWR\RXUH[DFWOHQJWK&2
%XLOGLQJ 6\VWHPV &2%/'*6
XFDQ RI

+HDOWK
+,35(3/$&(0(17685*(5<,I\RX
KDGKLSUHSODFHPHQWVXUJHU\EHWZHHQ
SUHVHQWDQGVXIIHUHGSUREOHPV
UHTXLULQJ D VHFRQG UHYLVLRQ VXUJHU\
\RXPD\EHHQWLWOHGWRFRPSHQVDWLRQ
$WWRUQH\&KDUOHV-RKQVRQ
 XFDQ RI

TimeOut
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All But Dead • sarah.a@aggiemail.usu.edu

Pearls Before Swine • Steve Pastis

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

The Joke’s on You! • BY YOU!
Lots of GREAT entries! A close,
close contest, with entries from
Michael David, Trevor Knudsen and
Mikey Geurts and others. But the
panel chose BRIAN ANDERSON,
whose gag line is shown. He wins
a FREE DRINK from Kelley’s. Keep
trying!

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price

“Poor guy ate
himself to
death.”

+HOS:DQWHG
2:1(523(5$7256 1(('(' WR GH
OLYHUFDUJRWUDLOHUVIRUODUJHFRQWUDFW
0XVW KDYH &'/ $ RQH WRQ RU ODUJHU

WUXFN ZLWK RU ZLWKRXW ZHGJH WUDLOHU
:HRIIHULPPHGLDWHSD\VHWWOHPHQWV
 DELOLW\ WR JURVV \HDU RU
PRUH &RQWDFW UHFUXLWLQJ DW 
ZZZTXDOLW\GULYHDZD\FRP

Answers ElseWhere in this Issue!

IRURQOLQHDSSOLFDWLRQ XFDQ RI
'5,9(50,/(72PLOHEDVHG
RQ OHQJWK RI KDXO 3/86 PLOH
VDIHW\ ERQXV SDLG TXDUWHUO\ 9DQ 
5HIULJHUDWHG &'/$ Z PRV FXU
UHQW 275 H[SHULHQFH 
ZZZGULYHNQLJKWFRP XFDQ RI

LVH D EULJKW ORYLQJ  VHFXUH IXWXUH
([SHQVHVSDLG&DOO0LFKHOH %RE#
ZZZRXUIXWXUHIDPLO\
FRP XFDQ RI

'5,9(56&'/ 75$,1,1* FDUHHU FHQ
WUDO :H WUDLQ DQG HPSOR\ \RX &RP
SDQ\GULYHUVXSWR.ILUVW\HDU1HZ
WHDP SD\ 8S WR FPLOH &ODVV $
&'/ WUDLQLQJ UHJLRQDO ORFDWLRQV 
 ZZZFHQWUDOGULYLQJMREVQHW
XFDQ RI
5(()(5'5,9(561(('('
<RX GHVHUYH WKH QDWLRQV EHVW IUHLJKW
QHWZRUN 3ULPH QHHGV H[SHULHQFHG
GULYHUV DQG &ODVV $ FRPPHUFLDO VWX
GHQWV &DOO 3ULPH WRGD\ 
ZZZSULPHLQFFRP XFDQ RI

2297 North Main, Logan

 6,*1 21 ERQXV H[SHULHQFHG
IODWEHGGULYHUVQHHGHGQRZFDOO5RHKO
 XFDQ RI
0LVFHOODQHRXV
+817 :,/' +2*6 ([RWLF 5DPV DQG
*RDWV %XIIDOR DQG (ON LQ ZHVWHUQ
&RORUDGR <HDU URXQG KXQWLQJ 1R OL
FHQVHUHTXLUHG&DOOIRUIUHHEURFKXUH
 ZZZFRORUDGRZLOGHON
FRP XFDQ RI
(TXLSPHQWIRU6DOH
6$:0,//6%$1'&+$,16$:&XWOXP
EHU DQ\ GLPHQVLRQ DQ\WLPH %XLOG
DQ\WKLQJ IURP IXUQLWXUH WR KRPHV ,Q
VWRFN UHDG\ WR VKLS )URP 
ZZZ1RUZRRG6DZPLOOVFRP1 
 XFDQ RI
$GRSWLRQ
$'237,21$'(927('PDUULHGFRX
SOHORQJVWRDGRSWQHZERUQ:HSURP

NO LATE SHOWS ON SUNDAY
OPEN SAT AT 11:30 FOR MATINEES

4LNHTPUK 7.+
!!
:H[\YKH`!!

<UZ[VWWHISL 7.
+HPS` !
5V !VU:\UKH`

;YVU3LNHJ`7.
+HPS`! !
:H[4H[!

-HPY.HTL7.
+HPS` !
5V !VU:\UKH`

:LJYL[HYPH[ 7.
+HPS`!
4H[!

3P[[SL-VJRLYZ7.
+HPS`! !
56 !VU:\UKH`

:LHZVUVM[OL
>P[JO 7.

.\SSP]LY»Z;YH]LSZ

+HPS` !
5V !VU:\UKH`

:H[4H[! 
!

7.+HPS`!!

54 NO. Main Street, Smithfield

Pasta~Pizza~Calzones~Sandwiches~Salads~Steak

FREE BEVERAGE

Mon.~Sat.

with purchase of any Entree, Pizza, Calzone, Sandwich or Specialty Salad.
Beverage~Soda & Teas, not valid with weeknight specials. Please show
your student ID
Reservations 435 563-9179 just 5 minutes No. of Logan

1436 N 1200 E

f+RPHRIWKHR])RXQWDLQ'ULQN
f&RUQGRJV
f)UHHR])RXQWDLQ'ULQNRQ)ULGD\VZLWK
DWOHDVW*DOORQVRI)XHOZLWK868,'&DUG

1436 N 1200 E

f+RPHRIWKHR])RXQWDLQ'ULQN
f&RUQGRJV
f)UHHR])RXQWDLQ'ULQNRQ)ULGD\VZLWK
DWOHDVW*DOORQVRI)XHOZLWK868,'&DUG
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Friday

Feb. 4
Today is Friday, Feb. 4,
2011. Today’s issue of
The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Benjamin Parsons, a
freshman majoring in
piano performance from
Riverton, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1959, rising American
rock stars Buddy
Holly, Ritchie Valens
and J.P. “The Big
Bopper” Richardson
are killed when their
chartered Beechcraft
Bonanza plane
crashes in Iowa a few
minutes after takeoff
from Mason City
on a flight headed
for Moorehead,
Minnesota.

Visit the Elk at Hardware Ranch
(15 miles east of Hyrum on SR
101). January-Feb 28 (weather
permitting) $5 adults/ $3 children. Take a horse drawn sleigh
ride to see a herd of 500 to 600
elk up close and personal. This
is a great family adventure that
you will want to do again and
again.

Dr. George Njoroge, Rector of
the Kigali Institute of Education,
will present, “Rwandan Women:
Our History is Our Strength” as
part of Women’s History Month.
Library 101, Feb. 9 at 3:30-4:30
p.m.
Bring out your inner rock star!
The 2nd Annual Honors Rock
Band Idol is being held on Feb. 9
at 7:00 p.m. in the USU Ballroom.
Come for food and fun - and bring
HURD After Game Party at The your friends!
Sports Academy from 9:30 to
Craig Wagner Guitar
Midnight on Feb. 5. Free for the Concert Feb. 7 at 7:30 p.m. in the
first 500 students!
Performance Hall. Tickets are $15
for general admission and $5 for
USU students.
Free Screening of the snowSpring fever? It is time to get
board film “That’s it That’s All” started with seeding and transin the TSC auditorium. Feb. 4
planting. Get weekly updates on
at 7 p.m.
what you can do to help at the
Student Farm. Always a blast! studentfarm@lists.usu.edu.
URCO GRANTS Due 15 Feb.
Come find out more about our
noon. Electronic delivery
humanitarian trip to Agua Prieta,
encouraged to Joyce.Kinkead@ Mexico at our information session
usu.edu. See: https://research.
Feb. 8 at 7 p.m. in Library Room
usu.edu/undergrad/htm/fund- 302.
ing? opportunities/urco for
That 70’s Concert Feb. 11 at 6
details.
p.m. and 8 p.m. in the Performance
Hall. Tickets are $8 general admission and free for USU students.
We’ll be selling Indian merLove playing online video
chandise in the TSC the week
games? USU researchers from the
before Valentine’s Day Feb.
dept. of psychology need your
7-11. All proceeds will go to
help! Take a 10 minute survey
building schools in India for
about playing online video games
Effect International. Come get a and enter to win a $50 gift card!
unique gift for yourself or your Email Brady DeHart at usuvideogavalentine! To learn more about mestudy@gmail.com.
some amazing opportunities
SHRM Lunch Lecture Series
contact info@effectinternaFeb. 14. Business building OC
tional.org
Tanner Lounge, 9th Floor. 11:30 - 1
p.m.
Stokes Nature Center invites
Spend Spring Break in Moab!
curious toddlers, ages 2-3, to join
Take Cycling (PE 1550) and
them for Parent Tot at 10:00 a.m.
earn credit while having fun in on Feb. 4. This program is parent
Moab. This one-credit course
interactive, and all toddlers must
is for all mountain bikers
have a parent present to participate
beginning - advanced. Register and explore along with their child.
using CRN 21897. For more
The program fee is $3 ($2.50 for
info contact Tommy Murphy:
SNC members). For more info, call
t.murphy@aggiemail.usu.edu
435-755-3239 or visit www.loganor (435) 787-8556.
nature.org.

- Evening With Industries tickets being
sold on ENGR 3rd floor
- NIMS 700 Class (FEMA), Library, 9
a.m.
- Women’s Tennis vs. Boise State, 10
a.m.
- Men’s Tennis vs. Mesa State, 4 p.m.
- Soul Food Dinner, TSC Ballroom, 7
p.m.
- Snowboard club movie night, TSC
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
- Fry Street Quartet Concert,
Performance Hall, 7:30 p.m.
- Antics Comedy Improv, Logan
Arthouse, 10:30 p.m.

After game party

Saturday

URCO grants

- Roller Hockey, 10 a.m.
- Youth Conservatory Monster Concert,
Kent Concert Hall, 6 p.m.
-Valentines Chocolate Festival,
Hamiltons, 6:30 p.m.
- Men’s Hockey vs. BYU, 7 p.m.
- Men’s Basketball vs. Boise State, 7:05
p.m.

Indian merch

Feb. 5

Weather
High: 31° Low: 29°
Skies: P.m. snow
showers.

Deep End•tyson.cole@aggiemail

Hardware Ranch You need to know....

Monday

Film screening

Moab for break

Feb. 7
- Math and Stats Tutoring, TSC
- SL Tribune Investigative Reporter
coming, 4 p.m.
- Craig Wagner Guitar Concert,
Performance Hall, 7:30 p.m.

13

summer

Strange Brew•Peter Deering

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com

ob fair 2011
This gives students an excellent chance to explore job
opportunities and meet employers from camps, resorts,
parks and on-campus.

Tuesday

February 8th
9:00 am – 2:00 pm

many employers interview the day of the fair!
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Common hour details ongoing
By MEGAN BAINUM
assistant news editor

FACULTY AND STUDENTS ARE concerned with what will
happen when the budget needs to be cut. No definite answer will
be available until mid-February. Statesman photo illustration

Fears present
with looming
budget cuts
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

While the unavoidable injuries that will result from further
budget cuts to higher education are being brought to the forefront
in the current legislative session, USU students, faculty and staff are
preparing for what is to come.
“There is still some hesitation to fund higher education to an
extent,” said Neil Abercrombie, USU’s director of government relations, who will work directly with legislators until the cuts are finalized. “We still need to make our case.”
Legislators proposed another 7 percent cut from all Utah public
higher education institution budgets, however, it was proposed that
technical schools only be cut by 5.9 percent. The definite percentages cannot be finalized until the state budget is prepared.
“We won’t know the answer until mid-February when the legislature gets updated numbers to see where state revenue is. Then
the question will be how do we restore the 7 percent,” Abercrombie
said.
No matter what amount Utah legislature decides to cut from

- See MONEY, page 4

Students and faculty have expressed
concerns regarding the effects of common hour, while those responsible for
the idea defend it, saying it will be beneficial in the long run to all involved.
Starting Fall 2012, every Tuesday
and Thursday from 12-1:15 p.m. will
be blocked out where no classes will be
available. ASUSU President Tyler Tolson
said this time will be reserved for speakers or lectures that are open to the entire
student body, as well as organization
meetings and other things students
choose to do.
Tolson said the main misconception
he is hearing about common hour is that
students think they will have to take
classes at 7 a.m. or 4 p.m., but he said
that isn’t necessarily true.
“If this common hour meant that
everything would be pushed to 7:30 then
I wouldn’t have been in favor of it when
we passed it last year,” Tolson said.
Between 8 and 9 percent of classes
are held that hour and will be affected,
Tolson said, and there are 500 open
classrooms that would be available.
He said there is a lot of flexibility, and
if professors want to stay teaching on
Tuesdays and Thursdays they can move
to those slots, or move to Monday,
Wednesday, Friday classes.
Rachel Woodruff, a sophomore in
radiology said there just isn’t space in
students schedules to leave that hour
open.
“We go to school 9-5 as it is and then
you throw that hour in there and it puts
us further into the evenings with our
classes,” she said.
Having every student out of class at
the exact same time twice a week is also
a concern, Woodruff said.
“The bus system is going to be so
messed up if everyone gets out at the
same time, they will be completely
overloaded,” she said. “The TSC is going
to packed, the library will be full, you
can just tell they didn’t think this part
through.”
Alan Andersen, dining services director, said they are fully supportive of the
idea but it is hard to predict how dining
services will be affected. He said the
real question for them will be if it will
increase their sales overall or just move
all of their business to that hour.

POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES
– Large and small lectures, symposia and colloquia
– Meetings of faculty, student and staff organizations, clubs and committees
– Voluntary class-related extracurricular activities
– Innovation in learning opportunities
– Campus community-building activities

219 classes
to reschedule
505 classrooms
available

8.7% of courses are
scheduled during the
common hour time.
16% of faculty teach during the common hour
time.
“The problem for us is when everyone
has the same hour off, we are going to
get slammed. We are usually busy that
20 minutes between classes now, so we
have that predictability. With this new
change, we will just have to adjust and it
will be interesting to see what happens,”
Andersen said.
Either way, Andersen said they will
adjust accordingly to business and meet
the students’ needs. He said when it first
starts out they will have to be “proactive,” but said that is the business and
things like this happen.
“No matter what they do no one is
going to be happy all the time. People
are going to like the idea or not, you just
have to adjust,” he said.
Tolson said he doesn’t remember
any major issues come up when the idea
came to the executive board. He said he
has only started hearing issues from students because they have heard from their
professors how bad an idea it is.
“Some faculty have taught classes
at noon for 20 years and that is “their”

time slot, so of course they aren’t going
to be happy about it,” Tolson said. “It
went through the appropriate channels
and bodies of government that make
decisions. However, it didn’t go through
department heads so they kind of felt out
of the process, but, with any other thing,
it doesn’t have to go through that body
either.”
Woodruff said maybe the way ASUSU
passes these changes is the main problem.
“ASUSU should do a more random
poll of people, not just ask those people
they know who are of course going to be
for it. If they looked outside their box of
friends, they would see that the majority
of students don’t want this. They aren’t
doing their job, because their job is to
listen to students and they clearly aren’t
doing that with this change,” Woodruff
said.
Tolson said the idea didn’t meet much
resistance from the student leaders who

- See HOUR, page 3

Professors describe daily life in Congo and Ethiopia
By DAN SMITH
senior news writer

In Ethiopia, people’s relationships with their animals or livestock
are very important, said USU professor Layne Coppock, who has
worked with the International Livestock Center for Africa (ILCA).
“’A goat is life’ is frequently heard in the Lubero area (of the
Democratic Republic of Congo),” said assistant professor of human
geography Ann Laudati.
Both professors, who work in the College of Natural Resources,
spoke in the Merrill-Cazier Library on Wednesday for the second
installment of USU’s International Research Lecture Series.
Laudati and Coppock, both from USU’s department of environment and society, talked about their research efforts in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Ethiopia, respectively.
DeeVon Bailey, who promotes international research and technical assistance activities and opportunities on campus, said he looks
for speakers who have already done international research.
“I’m really excited about the lecture. We’re fortunate to have two
outstanding faculty members that are doing work in Africa,” Bailey
said. “Both are doing exciting things and are making great contributions.”
Bailey said one goal of the International Research Lecture Series
is to have speakers who will help identify funding opportunities for
university research. Another aim is to highlight the beneficial outcomes of USU’s international research programs.
“We’ve left a legacy of a completely different community than

Inside This Issue

PROFESSORS SPEAK ABOUT their research in Africa as a
part of the International Research Lecture Series on Wednesday.
Layne Coppock and Ann Laudati are both professors from the
College of Natural Resources. ANI MIRZAKHANYAN photo

when we started,” Coppock said. “Frankly, that hardly ever happens
on a research project.”
He said he met some “brilliant” people in the Borana Plateau
area of southern Ethiopia. The majority of them were women who
developed micro-finance groups that helped to develop economic
stability within their communities.
Where Coppock’s lecture underscored many positive outcomes of
international research, Laudati said her research is still exploratory

2/04/11
USU’s youth conservatory makes some sweet
music at this year’s
Monster Concert.
Page 5

Junior guard
Brockeith
Pane leads
USU in 6745 win over
WAC rival
Nevada.
Page 8

and after a few years she should be able to share stories of successful
innovations as well.
“Four million dead, seven million malnourished, three million
internally displaced – Congo for most people is the greatest example
of state failure,” Laudati said. “It’s even been called Hell on earth.”
The picture the United Nations paints is one of extreme violence
in the DRC which is linked to natural resources like diamonds and
gold, Laudati said. Other less “sexy” commodities such as goats,
charcoal and hemp are also means of subsistence in the DRC.
The DRC’s under-resourced military, she said, is largely involved
in the procurement of access to resources, specifically mining.
“The control over precious minerals and resources has been seen
as the engine of chaos,” Laudati said, “the essential reason for the
conflict in the Congo.”
Besides violence, Laudati said an intricate web of at least 17 different rebel groups control black markets and illegal taxation, which
are also pervasive in the DRC. She said this economy is referred to as
“subsistence criminality.”
These rebel groups set up roadblocks near border crossings all
over the country and require a tax payment in exchange for passage.
Laudati said she has even had to pay such taxes at certain roadblocks.
“If you go into Congo, everywhere you will know what threat
level you are travelling around in,” Laudati said, referring to a picture of a painted threat level sign.

- See REBEL, page 4
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